




About Us

Vision

Mission

Egast Markets

Uniqueness of Egast

Egast begins its activity in 1982 with potatoes as a grower and exporter. In a very short time, Egast has a 
prominent name in the world market of potatoes. Two major aspects for Egast team to maintain our name 
remarkable and well known amongst the Egyptian Exporting companies in the international market .The first 
one is to keep the excellence of our quality and the second is to attend international world food exhibitions 
for continuous reacting with our clients and to be updated always for all what is new in the market. This  is 
an encouragement to us in the decision to add new products such as oranges and onions  that will be added 
to our exports in season 2013 to fulfill our clients, requirements.

We believe that quality make human life brighter, raise vitality and 
improve health. Thats why we aim at the perfection of the products 
over all the stages from field to fork.

Is to dedicate all time and effort to provide the international market with the best quality fruit and vegetables 
Also to use the modernist  certified procedures that meet the global standard specifications.

Egast,s name is wide spread all over the world .Yet the main markets for Egast are 
Russia, Greece , Ghana ,Italy , UAE, Germany ,Kuwait and South  Africa .

Is to be the major supplier of all our receivers and to open new markets.



Products
Potato
Egast owns farms in east and west of nile Delta and controls 
all agricultural operations for over 8000 acres in sandy soil 
.In our farms , we do care for applying the most modern 
ways and techniques  , all agricultural procedures and also  
in plantation and also in harvest treatment. 

10 kg.    15 kg.    25 kg.    jumbo 1.250 kg.    Packing

Table

Anabelle
Spunta
Mondial
(and other table varieties)

Processing

Lady Rosetta
Hermes
(and other Processing varieties) 

Varieties & Calendar
Jan      Feb      Mar       Apr     May      Jun      July     Aug      Sep      Oct       Nov     Dec

Stored Potatoes
Fresh Potatoes



Products

Onion

25 k.g bagsPacking

Red onion
Golden onion

(from March till June)
(from Feb. till June) 



Products

Orange 

(from Dec. till Feb.) (42 - 48 - 56 - 64 - 72 - 80 - 88 )Navel orange size

(from Feb. till May) (48 - 56 - 64 - 72 - 80 - 88 )Valencia orange size

Navel orange Valencia orange



Cold stores
Egast site is located in Abu El Matamir, Behira, Egypt. Out of which about 30000 
square meters are the warehouses which are equipped with modern equipments for 
sorting and packing that makes it possible to serve the customers efficiently and to 
guarantee the high product quality.

We also have a full line of machinery and experience giving our customers the best 
quality product.
Besides the excellent production base, our customers highly appreciate professional 
service provided by the company.

Do you know that most crop damage is caused while storing?
That is why Egast developed storage methods by using wooden boxes and very high 
technique of packing and storage equipments to guarantee the aimed gentle storing 
method of our product. Also Egast increased the capacity of cold stores to reach now 
about 14000 Tons.

Egast policy is that the great importance is attached to high build quality, faultless 
operation, gentle crop handling and that all working steps because every drop is a 
critical step. 

Warehouses

Facilities



Quality
Certificates:

Because Egast team is keen to cope with the requirements of the international market, 
they do their best to make the company qualified with all the certified processes. Now 
Egast holds the Global Gap certificate and the Isoo9001 .Moreover, we have already 
taken wider steps to obtain the BRC and Isoo 18001.




